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Q. Please state your name and business address. 1 

A. My name is Philliph Roy Buxton.  My business address is 527 East Capitol 2 

Avenue, Springfield, Illinois 62701. 3 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 4 

A. I work for the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) as Manager of the 5 

Energy Engineering Program in the Safety and Reliability Division. 6 

Q. State your education and employment history. 7 

A. I have an Electrical Engineering Technology Degree from Indiana Northern 8 

University.  I worked as an engineer for Indiana and Michigan Electric Company 9 

(now Indiana and Michigan Power) for about 10 years.  In 1979, I joined the 10 

Commission Staff (“Staff”), and I have held various engineering and engineering 11 

management positions with the Commission since then. 12 

Q. Have you previously testified before the Commission? 13 

Q. Yes, I have. 14 

Q. Did you submit direct testimony in this proceeding? 15 

A. No, I did not. 16 

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony? 17 

A. I am supplementing the rebuttal testimony of Staff witness Brett Seagle.  Mr. 18 

Seagle filed direct and rebuttal testimony concerning adjustments to the capital 19 
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costs for Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company’s (“Peoples”) Accelerated Main 20 

Replacement Program (“AMRP”).  (ICC Staff Exs. 6.0 and 16.0)  I am not 21 

addressing Mr. Seagle’s proposed adjustments to rate base.  I am proposing 22 

action I believe the Commission should take to avoid future AMRP construction 23 

delays and cost overruns like the ones that Mr. Seagle has identified in his 24 

testimony and for which he has proposed adjustments. 25 

Q. Are you offering any attachments to your rebuttal testimony? 26 

A. Yes.  I am offering four attachments as identified below. 27 

 ICC Staff Exhibit 20.0, Attachment 20.01 is a one-page copy of Peoples’ 28 

Response to Staff Data Request (“DR”) ENG 2.09, dated August 21, 2012 29 

and identified with the number PGL0004164 in the lower right hand corner. 30 

 ICC Staff Exhibit 20.0, Attachment 20.02 is a one-page copy of Peoples’ 31 

Response to Staff DR ENG 2.12, dated August 21, 2012 and identified with 32 

the number PGL0004167 in the lower right hand corner. 33 

 ICC Staff Exhibit 20.0, Attachment 20.03 is a 44-page copy of Peoples’ 34 

Response to Staff DR ENG 2.12, Attach 01.  The title of this document is 35 

“Accelerated Main Replacement Program (AMRP) Five Year Construction 36 

Plan – White Paper.”  Each page of the document is identified with a number 37 

beginning with PGL0004168 through PGL0004211. 38 
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 ICC Staff Exhibit 20.0, Attachment 20.04 is a one-page copy of Peoples’ 39 

Response to Staff DR ENG 2.13, dated August 21, 2012 and identified with 40 

the number PGL0004212 in the lower right hand corner. 41 

Recommendation 42 

Q. Are you making any recommendations? 43 

A. Yes.  I recommend that the Commission use its authority under Section 8-102 of 44 

the Public Utilities Act (220 ILCS 5/8-102) to conduct an investigation of Peoples’ 45 

AMRP.  I recommend that the Commission’s Order in this proceeding direct Staff 46 

to:  (1) design an investigation of Peoples’ AMRP that has a scope as described 47 

in my testimony below; (2) issue a request for proposals for the investigation; (3) 48 

hire an engineering consulting firm to perform the investigation; and (4) provide a 49 

project manager to oversee the engineering consulting firm’s work.  I also 50 

recommend that the Commission direct Peoples to pay all consulting fees that 51 

the Commission incurs under its contract for the investigation and to cooperate 52 

with Staff and the Commission’s consultant during the investigation to coordinate 53 

utility and consultant activities for inspections, interviews, responses to 54 

information requests, etc. 55 

The Commission’s consulting contract should include two phases.  Phase I will 56 

be the investigation.  Phase II will be a two-year verification period following the 57 

Phase I investigation and the engineering consultant who performs the 58 

investigation should work during this Phase II two-year period to verify that 59 
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Peoples has implemented the recommendations from the Phase I investigation.  60 

The scope and nature of the investigation will address the following items:  61 

 Peoples’ understanding of the condition of its gas delivery infrastructure 62 

including gas mains in need of replacement. 63 

 Perform an analysis of the miles of gas main that Peoples has already 64 

replaced including the type of pipe replaced, the number of miles replaced 65 

each year since Peoples began its cast iron and ductile iron gas main 66 

replacement program, and the total number of miles replaced. 67 

 Perform an analysis of the miles of gas main remaining to be replaced by 68 

Peoples’ AMRP, the number of miles that must be replaced each year to 69 

meet a 20-year program length, and the total number of miles to be replaced. 70 

 List the gas mains that Peoples intends to replace in each year of its AMRP 71 

and the combined total length of those mains. 72 

 Develop a method by which the Commission can monitor the cost and 73 

progress of Peoples’ AMRP to determine whether the program is on schedule 74 

and over or under budget. 75 

 Assess and evaluate the appropriateness and reasonableness of Peoples’ 76 

AMRP plan, including the planning process for individual projects, for annual 77 

work scheduling, and for the entire AMRP. 78 
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 Assess and evaluate Peoples’ AMRP plan in terms of Peoples’ ability to 79 

schedule projects, communicate and plan effectively with the City of Chicago, 80 

acquire timely construction permits, and procure materials on time to prevent 81 

construction delays. 82 

 Assess and evaluate Peoples’ budgeting process, in particular how Peoples’ 83 

construction budget is driven by or drives the AMRP construction scheduling 84 

process. 85 

 Assess and evaluate Peoples’ policies and practices for prioritizing specific 86 

AMRP projects based on the condition of gas mains and other factors. 87 

 Assess and evaluate Peoples’ project management methods and practices 88 

for individual construction projects and for the overall AMRP. 89 

 Assess and evaluate Peoples’ plans and designs for facilities that it will install 90 

during its AMRP. 91 

 Assess and evaluate Peoples’ constructions standards for new facilities 92 

installed during its AMRP. 93 

 Assess and evaluate Peoples’ construction methods, policies, and practices 94 

and right-of-way acquisition methods, policies, and practices for new facilities 95 

installed during its AMRP. 96 

 Assess and evaluate Peoples’ oversight of its AMRP construction projects for 97 

work quality and conformance to project specifications. 98 
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 Assess and evaluate the conformance of Peoples’ AMRP construction work 99 

to the plans, designs, and construction and materials standards. 100 

 Assess and evaluate Peoples’ use of subsurface utility investigation services 101 

and geophysical techniques like ground penetrating radar, computer assisted 102 

radar tomography, vacuum excavation, etc. to help with project design, 103 

identification of underground obstacles, and with construction permits that do 104 

not require modification. 105 

 Assess and evaluate Peoples’ procedures and practices for addressing field 106 

conditions that do not match the assumptions made during design of an 107 

AMRP project and cause project redesign or modification. 108 

 Assess and evaluate Peoples’ methods for gaining access to indoor gas 109 

meters and cutting over service from old facilities to newly constructed 110 

facilities. 111 

 Assess and evaluate the quality and appropriateness of construction 112 

materials that Peoples uses for its AMRP. 113 

 Assess and evaluate the purchasing policies, procedures, and practices that 114 

Peoples uses for timely acquisition of construction materials for its AMRP to 115 

minimize costs and avoid delays. 116 

 Assess and evaluate the contracting policies, procedures, and practices that 117 

Peoples uses to award construction contracts for its AMRP. 118 
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 Assess and evaluate the experience, qualifications, and training that Peoples 119 

requires a construction contractor to possess to qualify for work on its AMRP. 120 

 Assess and evaluate Peoples’ methods and timing for acquiring necessary 121 

permits for construction of its AMRP. 122 

 Assess and evaluate Peoples’ working relationship and communications with 123 

all entities (the City of Chicago, other government agencies, and other 124 

entities) that control Peoples ability to complete construction of its AMRP in a 125 

reasonable and predictable timeframe. 126 

 Assess and evaluate information and schedule sharing and plan coordination 127 

between Peoples and various City of Chicago departments that affect 128 

Peoples’ ability to complete its AMRP work on schedule and efficiently. 129 

 Assess and evaluate the existence of any issues that various City of Chicago 130 

departments might have with Peoples or its work practices that reduce 131 

cooperation and hamper Peoples’ ability to perform its AMRP projects. 132 

 Perform inspections of active Peoples’ AMRP construction sites during a 133 

period of approximately one year and including no less than 800 hours of 134 

onsite inspection time. 135 

 Investigate any other issues that Staff or the Commission finds necessary to 136 

promote Peoples’ completion of the AMRP in a reasonable time and at a 137 

reasonable cost. 138 
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 Assess and evaluate the reasonableness, prudence, and used and 139 

usefulness of all aspects of Peoples’ AMRP. 140 

 Make recommendations for improvements to all aspects of Peoples’ AMRP, 141 

including recommendations to limit AMRP delays, and minimize AMRP costs. 142 

 Assess and evaluate Peoples’ policies and practices for calculating 143 

reductions in operation and maintenance costs resulting from the retirement 144 

of old facilities and construction of new facilities in the AMRP, including the 145 

actual calculations for those operations and maintenance cost reductions 146 

beginning in 2011 and ending with the close of the investigation. 147 

 Provide testimony in a future rate case presenting the consultants first phase 148 

investigation report to the Commission. 149 

 Provide testimony in a future rate case presenting the consultants second 150 

phase verification report to the Commission. 151 

Q. What are the grounds for the Commission to order an investigation as you 152 

recommend? 153 

A. Peoples first proposed its AMRP in its rate case filing in Docket No. 09-0167 on 154 

February 25, 2009.  It presented its case in favor of its AMRP and convinced the 155 

Commission and Staff to support the program.  Since that time, Peoples’ AMRP 156 

has not performed well.  It started construction behind schedule and has fallen 157 

farther behind schedule since that time, while consuming its budget on what little 158 
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work it does complete.  Now, four years after Peoples proposed it, the AMRP has 159 

accomplished little.  There is no reason for the Commission to believe that 160 

Peoples can complete its AMRP in 20 years as it convinced the Commission it 161 

should back in 2009 and no way for the Commission to know what the completed 162 

AMRP will cost.  Peoples’ AMRP is encountering problems with scheduling, 163 

materials delivery, government permits, and underground utility locating.  The 164 

AMRP is behind schedule and will fall farther behind in 2013.  There is no 165 

evidence in this case that Peoples can or will solve its AMRP problems. 166 

Q. Should the Commission’s final investigation report be a public document? 167 

A. Yes.  The Commission should publish the final report on its web site and Staff 168 

should place the final report in the record of a future Peoples rate case.  The 169 

engineering consultant should provide testimony to support the investigation 170 

report as evidence in the future rate case.  If the final report contains confidential 171 

or proprietary information, then the Commission should require two versions of 172 

the final report, one version for public release on its web site and one version 173 

containing all information including any confidential or proprietary information for 174 

Commission use. 175 

 The engineering consultant should also provide testimony in a future rate case 176 

supporting the final report of the two-year verification phase of the investigation. 177 

Discussion of Staff Witness Seagle’s AMRP Rebuttal Testimony 178 
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Q. Are you offering an opinion on Mr. Seagle’s adjustments in his rebuttal testimony, 179 

ICC Staff Exhibit 16.0? 180 

A. No.  My rebuttal testimony accepts the validity of Mr. Seagle’s adjustments to the 181 

capital costs of the AMRP without any analysis of those adjustments on my part.  182 

My testimony does not address the accuracy of Mr. Seagle’s adjustments.  183 

Instead, I propose a way for the Commission to address the problems with 184 

Peoples’ ARMP that Mr. Seagle has identified in his testimony and upon which I 185 

expound.  I have concluded based upon Mr. Seagle’s testimony and my own 186 

observations discussed later on in my testimony that Peoples’ AMRP is in 187 

serious trouble and that Peoples’ may not be able to save the program without 188 

some help from outside.  My recommendations are designed to allow Peoples’ 189 

vital AMRP to continue in the face of evidence that the program is continuously 190 

behind schedule and falling further behind all the time and over budget. 191 

Q. What adjustments to the capital costs of Peoples’ AMRP is Mr. Seagle 192 

recommending in his rebuttal testimony? 193 

A. Mr. Seagle states on page 22 of his rebuttal testimony, ICC Staff Ex. 16.0 that he 194 

recommends “. . . the Commission remove $95,794,000 in 2012 and 195 

$122,804,000 in the 2013 test year of People Gas’ requested rate base addition 196 

associated with the AMRP as shown on ICC Staff Ex. 16.01, Schedule 16.01P.”  197 

According to my calculations, Mr. Seagle is recommending that the Commission 198 

remove a total of $218,598,000 in AMRP capital expenditures from Peoples’ rate 199 

base. 200 
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Q. What is the basis for Mr. Seagle’s adjustments? 201 

A. On page 37 of his direct testimony, Mr. Seagle stated that he “. . . concluded that 202 

Peoples Gas failed to provide sufficient information to demonstrate that it will 203 

incur the costs it projected for 2012 and the 2013 test year.”  On page 39 of his 204 

direct testimony, Mr. Seagle stated that he “. . . found that Peoples Gas is not 205 

completing the planned or forecasted AMRP construction and restoration work 206 

within the amount of time allotted and utilized in the calculation of costs 207 

associated with its projections of AMRP in 2012 and 2013.  Further, I found that 208 

the cost projections made by Peoples Gas may contain inaccurate assumptions.” 209 

 On pages 23-24 of his rebuttal testimony, Mr. Seagle made the following 210 

statements: 211 

 I am still concerned with Peoples Gas’ planning process because 212 

its explanation indicates an absence of any reasonable project plan 213 

in place before the establishment of milestones that the Company 214 

uses in the bidding process.  The Company appears to leave the 215 

actual planning of construction work to the discretion of the 216 

contractor performing the work at street level.  This type of planning 217 

is inadequate because no policies/procedures were in place before 218 

the meetings were held between Engineering personnel, operations 219 

personnel, construction managers, and contractors. 220 

The only strategy in place is the 2011-2012 AMRP Construction 221 

Strategy and the Five Year Construction “Plan” – White Paper, 222 

which contains strategies and vague general guidelines for Peoples 223 

Gas Operations personnel to interpret at their own discretion to 224 

develop milestones for the construction managers to use when 225 

requesting bids from contractors.  My understanding is that the 226 

contractors then develop their own plan according to the milestones 227 

set forth by the construction managers.  In other words, Peoples 228 

Gas’ planning is actually done by the contractors, not by Peoples 229 

Gas employees. 230 
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This lack of adequate planning by Peoples Gas’ management is 231 

likely a factor as to why Peoples Gas is not completing the planned 232 

or forecasted AMRP construction and restoration work within the 233 

amount of time allotted and utilized in the calculation of costs 234 

associated with its projections for AMRP in 2012 and 2013.  This 235 

concern is in addition to my original concern that I detail in my 236 

direct testimony. 237 

Importance of AMRP Issues to the Commission 238 

Q. In your opinion, why might the cost of Peoples’ AMRP and the time it takes 239 

Peoples to complete the AMRP be important to the Commission? 240 

A. In Docket No. 09-0167, Peoples witness Mr. Salvatore T. Marano estimated that 241 

adopting Peoples’ proposed AMRP would provide savings of $272.3 million over 242 

the Peoples’ then current 49-year replacement program.  (Final Order, Docket 243 

No. 09-0167, January 21, 2010, p. 134)  In the same docket, Staff witness Mr. 244 

Harry Stoller expressed his support for replacing Peoples’ cast iron and ductile 245 

iron gas mains.  (Staff Ex. 14.0, Docket No. 09-0167, p. 2, lines 41-47)  Mr. 246 

Stoller explained his understanding of the condition of Peoples’ gas mains and 247 

the need for a gas main replacement program as follows: 248 

While others might disagree with my characterization of Peoples 249 

Gas’ distribution system, the Marano testimony leads me to 250 

conclude that it is old, it is antiquated, and it is approaching the 251 

point that further aging and deterioration will eventually cause 252 

replacement to maintain public safety to become an emergency 253 

matter rather than one which can be reasonably planned and 254 

executed. Whether or not the twenty-year replacement program Mr. 255 

Marano has advocated will get the job done soon enough is 256 

probably anybody’s guess. What I am convinced of is that Peoples 257 

Gas should begin the replacement program very soon to avoid the 258 

possibility of a later emergency situation.  (Docket No. 09-0167, 259 

ICC Staff Ex. 14.0, p. 6, lines 142-149) 260 
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The Commission declared its support for a Peoples’ AMRP.  On page 194 of the 261 

Order, the Commission made the following statements among others: 262 

 In other words, while the Commission would surely initiate a 263 

Section 8-503 proceeding on the basis of Staff’s account if it were 264 

faced with Company obstinacy or disregard . . . 265 

 With Staff’s testimony, accelerated system improvement has 266 

become for the Commission a matter of the public interest more so 267 

than just a Company proposal.  (Final Order, Docket No. 09-0167, 268 

January 21, 2010, p. 194) 269 

 As of the filing of this testimony, almost four years have passed since Peoples 270 

first made its AMRP proposal in its Docket No. 09-0167 rate filing on February 271 

25, 2009.  It seems reasonable for the Commission to conclude that Peoples 272 

should have its AMRP well under way by now with all its learning curves behind 273 

it, but I see nothing in this case to support such a conclusion.  Four years is 20 274 

percent of a 20-year AMRP construction schedule, and it is long past time for 275 

Peoples to get serious about its AMRP. 276 

If Peoples is not able to complete the AMRP in 20 years and if Peoples has 277 

seriously underestimated the cost of completing the AMRP, then the Commission 278 

may have reason to reconsider some of its past decisions concerning the AMRP 279 

and may wish to assume more control of the situation before replacement of 280 

Peoples’ cast iron and ductile iron gas mains becomes an emergency matter as 281 

discussed on page 139 of the Commission rate order in Docket No. 09-1067 set 282 

forth below. 283 

When asked if he was convinced that the Utility‘s main replacement 284 

program should be accelerated, Mr. Stoller testified “I am absolutely 285 

convinced.  What Mr. Marano has described is a gas distribution 286 
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system which is in serious need of major renovation to keep it safe 287 

for the citizens of the City of Chicago.”  Describing Peoples Gas‘ 288 

cast iron and ductile iron main system, Mr. Stoller said “that it is old, 289 

it is antiquated, and it is approaching the point that further aging 290 

and deterioration will eventually cause replacement to maintain 291 

public safety to become an emergency matter rather than one 292 

which can be reasonably planned and executed.”  In such 293 

circumstances, Mr. Stoller concluded that he is convinced that 294 

“Peoples Gas should begin the replacement program very soon to 295 

avoid the possibility of a later emergency situation.” 296 

The City agrees with Mr. Stoller‘s recommendation on this point. . .  297 

(Final Order, Docket No. 09-0167, January 21, 2010, p. 139) 298 

Analysis of Peoples AMRP Management Issues 299 

Q. Have you found reasons of your own for concluding that Peoples may not be 300 

able to complete its AMRP at a reasonable cost or within a 20-year time? 301 

A. Yes.  I believe that Peoples’ AMRP may be poorly organized and managed.  302 

Peoples has been providing natural gas to Chicago since the late 1800s.1  Since 303 

that time, it has installed about 4,460 miles of natural gas distribution and 304 

transmission mains and 509,000 natural gas lateral services.  (Integrys' 2011 305 

Annual Report, p. 1)  Peoples should have unequaled expertise in every aspect 306 

of planning, designing, constructing, maintaining, and replacing underground gas 307 

mains in Chicago.  The Commission assumed in its Docket No. 09-0167 Order 308 

that Peoples possessed a significant level of ability to perform gas main work in 309 

Chicago.  “The particulars of the actual work are what PGL employees are 310 

capable of, and what they do on a daily basis”.  (Order, Docket No. 09-0167, 311 

January 21, 2010)  However, an examination of information supplied by Peoples 312 

                                                      
1
 http://www.peoplesgasdelivery.com/company/history.aspx  

http://www.peoplesgasdelivery.com/company/history.aspx
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in this case suggests that it may not have the expertise the Commission 313 

reasonably assumed. 314 

 Peoples' response to Staff DR ENG 2.09 revealed “various other issues” that 315 

delayed Peoples’ AMRP construction.  Peoples' response is set forth below. 316 

Examples of “various other issues” that AMRP experienced in the 317 

first year were mainly associated with the expansion and/or 318 

ramping up to perform this large volume of work from previous 319 

years, such as design, permitting, and staffing key positions. 320 

Several examples of this include the City of Chicago’s Office of 321 

Underground Coordination where the turnaround time took longer 322 

than normal to get approvals for our proposed pipe locations due to 323 

the volume of requests that Peoples Gas was making. Chicago 324 

Department of Transportation (“CDOT”) took longer than normal in 325 

issuing construction permits due to the volume of permits that 326 

Peoples Gas was requesting to be processed. Marking of existing 327 

underground utilities by CDOT’s Digger also took longer than 328 

normal as they were self limiting as far as how many markings they 329 

could accommodate in a discrete period of time. 330 

Other issues that impacted the progress included late material 331 

deliveries from a few suppliers, which resulted in having to change 332 

from one project to another. This in turn resulted in asking for 333 

additional permits which further impacted the time frame of getting 334 

permits. A change in the selected main location (due to field 335 

conditions) resulted in additional time to re-design, obtain approval 336 

from the Office of Underground Coordination, and issuance of 337 

revised permits by CDOT. Customers not responding to Peoples 338 

Gas’ request to allow access to their premises to spot locations for 339 

the new gas meter impacted progress as the construction 340 

installation contractors would be forced to “skip” these customers 341 

and return at some future date to perform the work. See also, 342 

Docket Nos. 11-0280/0281 (cons.), PGL Ex. 42.0, the Surrebuttal 343 

Testimony of Philip M. Hayes. 344 

 I conclude from Peoples’ response that the utility did not expect and took no 345 

advanced actions to prevent its greatly increased construction pace to 346 

overwhelm the City of Chicago’s Office of Underground Coordination.  I likewise 347 
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conclude that Peoples did not expect the Chicago Department of Transportation 348 

to have difficulty keeping up with Peoples’ accelerated pace asking for 349 

construction permits or that Digger (the underground locating service for the City 350 

of Chicago) could not keep pace with Peoples’ much higher volume of requests 351 

to mark utility locations in the field.  It also seems evident to me from Peoples’ 352 

response that the utility allowed too little lead time for delivery of construction 353 

materials. 354 

 These examples indicate to me that Peoples employees were not the capable 355 

planners, designers, and executers of new gas main installation programs that 356 

the Commission previously assumed.  In my opinion, a public utility that has been 357 

digging up Chicago streets for over 150 years should have known enough to take 358 

into consideration the resource limits of the City of Chicago’s various 359 

construction-related departments and offices.  Peoples has almost certainly been 360 

working with these departments and offices since they came into existence.  If 361 

Peoples had a good AMRP plan that allowed it to share each year’s work plan 362 

with the City, then perhaps the City could have better anticipated Peoples’ needs 363 

and provided a better level of cooperation. 364 

Q. Are other utilities having problems like Peoples is having working in City of 365 

Chicago streets? 366 

A. I do not know about all other utilities, but I do know that ComEd, which has 367 

underground facilities, began expedited work in and on thousands of manholes 368 

during 2012.  Public Act 97-616 authorized the work.  While I cannot provide the 369 
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details of that ComEd program without running afoul of the prohibitions in Section 370 

5-108 of the Public Utilities Act (220 ILCS 5/5-108), I can say that ComEd has 371 

made impressive progress in 2012 and has not reported any delays caused by 372 

the City of Chicago.  I attended a detailed briefing by ComEd on this program on 373 

January 10, 2013, and I would have expected ComEd to mention problems with 374 

the City of Chicago if there were any. 375 

Q. Is this the only time that Peoples has admitted some of these problems with its 376 

AMRP? 377 

A. No.  In his supplemental direct testimony in this rate case, Peoples’ witness, Mr. 378 

Philip M. Hayes discussed several issues that delayed Peoples’ AMRP and 379 

caused construction cost increases.  For example, Mr. Hayes stated that, “. . . 380 

Peoples Gas is in a position where additional dollars will be spent at the same 381 

time less volume of work will be accomplished,” (NS PGL Ex. 21.0, p. 1), and that 382 

“AMRP has experienced several non-budgeted and unforeseen conditions that 383 

have led to higher than expected costs for 2012.”  (Id.) 384 

 In his rebuttal testimony in this case, Mr. Hayes stated that Peoples has still 385 

completed only 95 percent of work intended for 2011 and less than 50 percent of 386 

work intended for 2012.  (NS-PGL Ex. 34.0, p. 10)  Further, Mr. Hayes says that 387 

Peoples will reduce the amount of work it will complete in 2013.  (Id. at 11) 388 

Q. Was Peoples ready to begin the AMRP when it filed its rate case, Docket No. 09-389 

0167, on February 25, 2009? 390 
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A. No, not from the evidence that I have seen.  Peoples did not begin identifying 391 

issues, problems, and constraints relevant to the development of a five-year 392 

construction plan until July 25, 2011– nearly a year and a half after the 393 

Commission issued its final order in that rate case on January 21, 2010 and 394 

nearly two and a half years after filing its rate case.  (Peoples Response to DR 395 

ENG 2.12, Attachment 01, p 7) 396 

Q. Is Peoples ready to begin the AMRP now? 397 

A. No, not in my opinion. 398 

 Peoples witness Hayes explained Peoples’ planning methods in his rebuttal 399 

testimony.  (NS-PGL Ex. 34.0, pp. 7-9)  According to Mr. Hayes’ testimony, 400 

senior management tells its staff how much money it can spend each year on the 401 

AMRP, then the staff determines which gas mains it should replace first and how 402 

many mains it can replace with the funds that senior management has made 403 

available.  Mr. Hayes mentioned no connection between Peoples’ annual budget 404 

and the annual expenditures necessary for Peoples to complete its AMRP in 20 405 

years.  There appears to be no plan – just an annual budgeting process.  I found 406 

no explanation of a 20-year plan, a five-year plan, or any plan in particular in Mr. 407 

Hayes’ testimony.  Mr. Hayes uses the word “plan” several times in his testimony, 408 

but he never explains the plan.  I believe that an attempt by Peoples to complete 409 

its AMRP in 20 years with no plan other than an annual budgeting process will 410 

prove impossible. 411 
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In response to Staff DR ENG 2.12, Peoples supplied what it called its Five-Year 412 

Plan for 2013 through 2017.  Peoples labeled the 44-page plan as PGL ENG 413 

2.12 Attach 01 and identified each of the 44 pages with numbers in the lower 414 

right corner PGL 0004168 and ending with PGL 0004211.  The document’s title 415 

is, “Five-Year Construction Plan – White Paper.”  The first sentence of the white 416 

paper says, “The purpose of this paper is to document the development of 417 

Peoples Gas Light’s (PGL) five-year construction plan (Construction Plan) for the 418 

Accelerated Mains Replacement Program (AMRP).”  From my examination of the 419 

white paper, it appears to be a discussion of how Peoples intended to create a 420 

plan, but it does not explain any plan beyond outlining a collection of 421 

communities in which it intends to work during four multi-year periods. 422 

 The white paper does not make it clear to me what work on what gas mains 423 

Peoples will complete in what year.  There is no discussion of costs in the white 424 

paper.  There is no discussion of resource requirements or project management. 425 

 The response to Staff DR ENG 2.12 states that the AMRP budget for 2013 is 426 

$220.75 million, but does not explain how Peoples arrived at that number and 427 

Attachment 01, the White Paper, does not address the issue either. 428 

 Without a plan that details exactly what work Peoples will perform, when it will 429 

perform the work, how much the work will cost, and what resources Peoples will 430 

need to complete the work, the Company will be unable to perform the ARMP 431 

with any efficiency or effectiveness.  Therefore, neither the Commission nor any 432 

other interested party will have any measure of Peoples’ adherence to a 433 
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schedule because there is no schedule.  Peoples and the Commission will not 434 

know whether Peoples is experiencing cost overruns because it has no cost 435 

estimates.  Peoples will have no way to anticipate resource requirements and 436 

make advanced preparations because it has no resource estimates. 437 

 Further, coordination with other groups like the City of Chicago department that 438 

repaves streets will be impossible because Peoples cannot tell the City where it 439 

will be working next. 440 

Q. Is Peoples capable of forecasting the cost of AMRP construction for 2013 or any 441 

other year? 442 

A. By its own admission, no.  In response to Staff DR ENG 2.13, Peoples explains 443 

that its five-year plan (the white paper discussed above) does not include details 444 

such as construction labor hours, engineering hours, material procurement, or 445 

construction milestones.  Peoples explains that it cannot forecast AMRP costs 446 

because it has not yet competed a full year of the program and has not collected 447 

enough costs to allow it to forecast future costs.  From this response, I gather 448 

that Peoples is incapable of forecasting work completed, material required, and 449 

labor necessary to complete a job.  My understanding is that Peoples intends to 450 

forecast the cost of future years of construction based on the costs it incurs in 451 

earlier years using some method that it has not discussed in this case. 452 

Q. What causes you concern about Peoples plans for forecasting costs? 453 
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A. In rebuttal testimony, Peoples witness Mr. Hayes stated that Peoples began its 454 

replacement of cast iron and ductile iron gas mains in 1981.  (NS-PGL Ex. 34.0, 455 

p. 2, lines 45-47)  That should mean that Peoples has over 30 years of 456 

experience doing exactly the kind of main replacement work as included in its 457 

AMRP.  I know of no reason for Peoples to need data from another full year of 458 

work before it has enough information to make accurate cost estimates. 459 

 Q. Has Peoples begun to construct its AMRP? 460 

A. Yes, it has.  According to Mr. Hayes’ rebuttal testimony, Peoples began working 461 

on the AMRP in 2011.  (NS-PGL Ex. 34.0, pp. 9-12, lines 194-260)  According to 462 

Mr. Hayes, Peoples has to date2 completed something over 95 percent of the 463 

work it intended to complete in 2011 and less than 50 percent of the work it 464 

intended to complete in 2012. 465 

Q. Does the testimony of Peoples’ witnesses or Peoples’ responses to Staff DRs 466 

allow you to judge whether Peoples is on schedule to complete its AMRP by the 467 

year 2029, the year stated on page 134 of the Docket No. 09-0167 rate order, 468 

dated January 21, 2010 or by the year 2030, the year stated on line 241 of Mr. 469 

Hayes’ rebuttal testimony? 470 

A. No.  However, the fact that Peoples just completed its second year of 471 

construction and is far behind schedule is not a good sign.  Added to that is Mr. 472 

Hayes’ statement in his rebuttal testimony that Peoples will reduce its previously 473 

intended 2013 goal for gas main replacement.  (NS-PGL Ex. 34.0, pp. 11, lines 474 

                                                      
2
 December 7, 2012 is the date on NS-PGL Ex. 34.3, and I assume it is the date Mr. Hayes is using. 
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232-233)  The other bad sign is the absence of a plan that covers the entire 20-475 

year AMRP with schedules and cost estimates.  I cannot judge whether Peoples 476 

might complete its AMRP in 20 years, 40 years, or 60 years. 477 

Q. Does the information that you have seen in Peoples responses to Staff DRs and 478 

in Mr. Hayes’ rebuttal testimony give you any confidence that Peoples can 479 

manage its AMRP well enough to complete it by 2029 or 2030? 480 

A. No. 481 

Q. Do you know whether Peoples is capable of determining the construction pace 482 

necessary to complete its AMRP in 20 years and adjusting its pace to meet that 483 

goal? 484 

A. No, but the information available suggests that Peoples may not have the ability 485 

to increase its construction pace.  Peoples’ Response to Staff DR ENG 2.09 486 

described being surprised by the limits of Chicago’s Office of Underground 487 

Coordination, Department of Transportation, and Digger plus construction 488 

material delivery delays and the reluctance of its customers to provide access to 489 

gas meters, which slowed Peoples’ construction pace.  Peoples may find ways to 490 

adjust its construction work to eliminate delays from some of these factors, but 491 

that is not certain and perhaps not even likely.  After beginning construction in 492 

2011, Peoples still cannot meet its original expectations for AMRP work it will 493 

complete in 2013.  Peoples has given no indication that it has any answers to its 494 

construction delays or construction cost increases. 495 
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Q. Do you know what the likely total cost of Peoples’ AMRP might be given the 496 

delays and cost increases from 2011 and 2012? 497 

A. No.  Peoples has not provided that number. 498 

Recommended Commission Investigation of Peoples’ AMRP 499 

Q. Given the uncertainty surrounding Peoples’ AMRP and Peoples’ ability to 500 

complete the project successfully, what can the Commission do to help ensure 501 

that Peoples’ cast iron and ductile iron gas mains get replaced and that public 502 

safety is protected at a reasonable cost? 503 

A. I recommend that the Commission gather accurate and trustworthy information 504 

through a Staff-managed investigation that will address the topics I listed on 505 

pages 3 through 7 of my rebuttal testimony above. 506 

Q. What can the Commission hope to gain by accepting your recommendation? 507 

A. Given the information that Staff witnesses Mr. Seagle and I, along with Peoples 508 

witness Mr. Hayes have provided in this case, the Commission needs assurance 509 

that Peoples has a plan to complete its AMRP in 20 years as both Peoples and 510 

the Commission seemed to intend in the January 21, 2010 Order in Docket No. 511 

09-0167.  At this time, the Commission has before it evidence indicating the 512 

following facts:  513 

 that Peoples does not have a detailed AMRP plan, 514 
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 that Peoples sets an annual AMRP budget based on unspecified criteria 515 

and then designs its AMRP work for the year to consume that budget, 516 

 Peoples has not completed all its planned AMRP work for 2011, 517 

 Peoples has not finished even 50 percent of its planned AMRP work for 518 

2012, 519 

 Peoples intends to reduce its planned AMRP work for 2013, 520 

 Peoples’ AMRP work in 2011 and 2012 was much more costly than 521 

Peoples expected, 522 

 Peoples did not expect its greatly increased pipe replacement work to 523 

overtax the City of Chicago’s Office of Underground Coordination’s ability 524 

to keep up, the Chicago Department of Transportation to have trouble 525 

issuing construction permits fast enough, or for Digger to be overwhelmed 526 

by Peoples requests for utility locations, 527 

 Peoples did not anticipate that it would find conditions in the field any 528 

different that it assumed while designing projects in the office, and 529 

 Peoples has made no commitment in this docket to complete its AMRP 530 

work in the originally-proposed 20 years. 531 
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There is no reliable evidence before the Commission to allow it to determine how 532 

long Peoples will take to complete its AMRP or what the completed AMRP will 533 

cost. 534 

I believe that the results of a thorough Commission first phase investigation with 535 

useful recommendations and a two-year verification, second phase investigation, 536 

will help Peoples improve its AMRP planning and project management, and 537 

assure the Commission that Peoples will complete its AMRP at a reasonable 538 

cost and within a reasonable time. 539 

Q. Do you have experience with Commission investigations? 540 

A. Yes.  Since 1999, I have been the project manager for four Commission 541 

investigations with total contract terms of about 8 years.  I managed a 1999 542 

Commission investigation of ComEd called the Stage I Review of Commonwealth 543 

Edison’s 1999 Summer Outages.  Vantage Consulting performed the work under 544 

a contract signed in September 1999.  Liberty Consulting Group performed Stage 545 

II and Stage III of that investigation, and I managed the project for the 546 

Commission.  Liberty issued four reports, the last one in December of 2000.  All 547 

stages of the investigation took about one year.  I managed an investigation of 548 

ComEd’s revenue requirements called “Audit of Commonwealth Edison T&D 549 

Revenue Requirements” completed October 4, 2002, in Docket No. 01-0664.  As 550 

I recall that investigation took about six or seven months.  I just finished 551 

managing an investigation of Ameren Illinois called “Investigation of Ameren’s 552 

Illinois Utilities’ Storm Outage.  The investigation began in 2007 and took about 553 
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one year, and the recommendation verification phase took about four years.  554 

Therefore, since 1999, I have spent about seven years managing Commission 555 

investigations of utilities using outside consultants. 556 

 I also managed a Commission investigation called “Clean Coal Facility Analysis – 557 

Tenaska.”  Public Act 95-1027, the Clean Coal Portfolio Standard Law required 558 

that investigation.  It began in July 2009, and ended with a Commission report to 559 

the General Assembly in September 2010. 560 

Q. How long might an investigation of Peoples AMRP last? 561 

A. Given the complexity of the issues, the need to gather data from Peoples, and 562 

the need to interview Peoples’ personnel, I would expect the first phase of the 563 

investigation to take up to a year to complete.  Peoples will need to incorporate 564 

the provision of data to the Commission’s engineering consultant and the 565 

availability of personnel for interviews by the consultant into an already busy 566 

schedule, and that will take time. 567 

 My experience has taught me that an investigation worth performing deserves a 568 

follow-up verification period, second phase investigation, where the Commission 569 

ensures that the utility implements recommendations from the investigation.  For 570 

this investigation, a two-year verification phase is appropriate. 571 

 Given a one-year investigation and a two-year verification period, the consultant 572 

contract would be for a term of three years plus additional time for participating in 573 

a future rate case for presenting the results of the consultants first phase 574 
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investigation report to the Commission and participating in a future rate case 575 

presenting the consultants second phase verification report to the Commission. 576 

Q. What do you think might be the cost of the investigation? 577 

A. Its difficult to say but the cost might be about $2.5 million not including the cost to 578 

participate in future rate case(s).  I expect the consultant to employ around six 579 

engineers who would each spend perhaps 1,000 hours on the investigation and 580 

one clerk who would work about 600 hours.  I estimate that the cost per hour for 581 

each engineer at around $270 and the cost of the clerk at $75.  Those numbers 582 

would indicate the investigation cost to be around $1,665,000. 583 

 6 engineers x 1,000 hours = 6,000 hours 584 

 6,000 hours x $270 per hour = $1,620,000 585 

 1 clerk x 600 hours x $75 per hour = $45,000 586 

 $1,620,000 engineering cost + $45,000 clerk cost = $1,665,000 investigation cost 587 

 The two-years of verification work would require the same six engineers working 588 

about 500 hours each.  The cost of the verification work would be about 589 

$832,500. 590 

 6 engineers x 500 hours = 3,000 hours 591 

 3,000 hours x $270 per hour = $810,000 592 

 1 clerk x 300 hours x $75 = $22,500 593 
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 $810,000 engineering cost + $22,500 clerk cost = $832,500 verification cost 594 

 The total cost for the investigation and verification would be about $2,497,500. 595 

 $1,665,000 investigation cost + $832,500 verification cost = $2,497,500 total cost 596 

Q. Is the cost of your recommended investigation justified? 597 

A. Yes.  In this rate case, Peoples has put the AMRP cost at $220 million for the 598 

year 2013 alone.3  The investigation would cost roughly one percent of that one-599 

year construction budget.  The AMRP will last at least through 2029, so the cost 600 

of the investigation will become almost insignificant by comparison to the total 601 

AMRP budget.  If the investigation results in any useful recommendations, they 602 

will almost certainly be worth this tiny fraction of the overall cost of the AMRP. 603 

Q. Who would pay for the investigation? 604 

A. Peoples would pay for the investigation initially.  Section 8-102 of the Public 605 

Utilities Act (220 ILCS 5/8-102) provides as follows: 606 

 Sec. 8-102. Audit or investigation. The Commission is authorized to 607 

conduct or order a management audit or investigation of any public 608 

utility or part thereof. The audit or investigation may examine the 609 

reasonableness, prudence, or efficiency of any aspect of the utility's 610 

operations, costs, management, decisions or functions that may 611 

affect the adequacy, safety, efficiency or reliability of utility service 612 

or the reasonableness or prudence of the costs underlying rates or 613 

charges for utility service. The Commission may conduct or order a 614 

management audit or investigation only when it has reasonable 615 

grounds to believe that the audit or investigation is necessary to 616 

assure that the utility is providing adequate, efficient, reliable, safe, 617 

and least-cost service and charging only just and reasonable rates 618 

                                                      
3
 Section 285.6100, Schedule F-4, Line 1, Column D. 
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therefor, or that the audit or investigation is likely to be cost-619 

beneficial in enhancing the quality of service or the reasonableness 620 

of rates therefor. The Commission shall, before initiating any such 621 

audit or investigation, issue an order describing the grounds for the 622 

audit or investigation and the appropriate scope and nature of the 623 

audit or investigation. The scope and nature of any such audit or 624 

investigation shall be reasonably related to the grounds relied upon 625 

by the Commission in its order. 626 

     Any audit or investigation authorized pursuant to this Section 627 

may be conducted by the Commission, or if the Commission is 628 

unable to adequately perform the audit or investigation, the 629 

Commission may arrange for it to be conducted by persons 630 

independent of the utility and selected by the Commission. The cost 631 

of an independent audit shall be borne initially by the utility, but 632 

shall be recovered as an expense through normal ratemaking 633 

procedures. Any audit or investigation shall be conducted in 634 

accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. 635 

Q. Has the Commission found another way to conduct an investigation of a utility in 636 

the past without resorting to Section 8-102 authority? 637 

A. Yes.  I have been project manager for investigations where a utility has 638 

volunteered to cooperate fully with the Commission’s investigation and 639 

volunteered to pay for the cost of the investigation.  The Commission 640 

investigation that examined Ameren Illinois’ storm outage restoration just 641 

concluded.  I also managed the investigation of Commonwealth Edison Company 642 

after the service outages in Chicago during 1999.  Both investigations were done 643 

with the voluntary cooperation of the utilities and without the need for Section 8-644 

102 authority. 645 

 Below is a list of other Commission investigations where the utility volunteered to 646 

cooperate with the investigation and pay for the cost. 647 
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 Investigation of the Electric Transmission and Distribution Reliability of 648 

Commonwealth Edison Company, 1992. 649 

 Investigation of Downers Grove Substation Fire (Commonwealth Edison 650 

Company), 1995. 651 

Q. Has the Commission ever conducted an investigation of Peoples like the 652 

investigations you have described or listed above? 653 

A. No, not to my knowledge.  The Commission was involved in an investigation 654 

resulting from a settlement in Docket No. 01-0707, but the investigation was not 655 

under Staff control.  The investigation covered gas purchasing issues. 656 

Q. Could the Commission investigation you recommend in this testimony be 657 

possible without relying upon Section 8-102 authority if Peoples agreed to 658 

cooperate fully with the investigation and to pay the cost? 659 

A. Yes, but I could only support that course of action if Staff were in complete 660 

control of every aspect of the investigation.  Peoples’ role in the investigation 661 

would be to cooperate with the needs of Staff and the Commission’s engineering 662 

consultant and to pay for the investigation. 663 

Q. Who would be Staff’s project manager for the investigation? 664 

A. Given the nature of the investigation, I recommend that a member of the 665 

Commission’s Gas Engineering Section in the Energy Engineering Program of 666 

the Safety and Reliability Division be the project manager. 667 
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Q. Does that conclude your rebuttal testimony? 668 

A. Yes. 669 



ICC Docket No. 12-0512 
The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company’s Response to  

Staff Data Requests ENG 2.01-2.22 
Dated:  August 21, 2012 

 
 
 
REQUEST NO. ENG 2.09: 
 
Referring to PGL Exhibit 14.0, p. 5, lines 103-104, PGL witness Hayes provides, in part, a 
brief explanation of the Company’s rationale for the delayed progress of the Advanced 
Main Replacement Program (“AMRP”).  Please provide a detailed listing with relevant 
explanations of each listing regarding the nature and consequences of “various other 
issues” experienced in the first year of AMRP. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
Examples of “various other issues” that AMRP experienced in the first year were mainly 
associated with the expansion and/or ramping up to perform this large volume of work from 
previous years, such as design, permitting, and staffing key positions.  Several examples 
of this include the City of Chicago’s Office of Underground Coordination where the 
turnaround time took longer than normal to get approvals for our proposed pipe locations 
due to the volume of requests that Peoples Gas was making.  Chicago Department of 
Transportation (“CDOT”) took longer than normal in issuing construction permits due to the 
volume of permits that Peoples Gas was requesting to be processed.  Marking of existing 
underground utilities by CDOT’s Digger also took longer than normal as they were self 
limiting as far as how many markings they could accommodate in a discrete period of time. 
 
Other issues that impacted the progress included late material deliveries from a few 
suppliers, which resulted in having to change from one project to another.  This in turn 
resulted in asking for additional permits which further impacted the time frame of getting 
permits.  A change in the selected main location (due to field conditions) resulted in 
additional time to re-design, obtain approval from the Office of Underground Coordination, 
and issuance of revised permits by CDOT.  Customers not responding to Peoples Gas’ 
request to allow access to their premises to spot locations for the new gas meter impacted 
progress as the construction installation contractors would be forced to “skip” these 
customers and return at some future date to perform the work.  See also, Docket Nos. 11-
0280/0281 (cons.), PGL Ex. 42.0, the Surrebuttal Testimony of Philip M. Hayes. 
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ICC Docket No. 12-0512 
The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company’s Response to  

Staff Data Requests ENG 2.01-2.22 
Dated:  August 21, 2012 

 
 
 
REQUEST NO. ENG 2.12: 
 
Referring to PGL Exhibit 14.0, p. 8, lines 182-184, please provide a detailed explanation 
of the Company’s AMRP 5-year plan, including but not limited to all actual and forecasted 
costs associated with the projects, and any costs associated with hiring and training new 
employees solely for AMRP. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
A copy of Peoples Gas’ Five-Year Construction Plan is attached as reference.  This Five-
Year Plan covers the years 2013 – 2017. Please note that this plan does not forecast costs 
nor does it forecast the required staffing to accomplish the work.  Rather it is intended to 
accomplish the following: 
 

 To manage existing distribution system program commitments;  

 To effect a systematic deployment of resources; 

 To facilitate communications to affected communities, neighborhoods, and other 
stakeholders;  

 To enable adaptability to internal or external events;  

 To address infrastructure needs in advance of main replacement; and 

 To facilitate system replacement planning and design. 
 
Please note that the AMRP Budget for 2013 is currently estimated to be $220.75 Million.  
Further, Peoples Gas has not determined the funding level past the year 2013. 
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Accelerated Mains Replacement Program (AMRP) 

Five-Year Construction Plan – White Paper 

Problem Statement  

The purpose of this paper is to document the development of Peoples Gas Light’s (PGL) 
five-year construction plan (Construction Plan) for the Accelerated Mains Replacement 
Program (AMRP), which may be used as a communication tool within and outside the 
company. PGL recognizes that the size and duration of the company’s Accelerated 
Mains Replacement Program (AMRP) will impact different city of Chicago Departments, 
local businesses, and other organizations with infrastructure in or along city streets. The 
preparation of the Construction Plan is one tool to be used by PGL as a communications 
tool to identify potential economic synergies involving street-related construction as well 
as to mitigate potential construction-related conflicts.     
 
The Construction Plan includes construction work associated with Illinois Commerce 
Commission (ICC) system safety-related commitments and the following anticipated 
AMRP activities: 
 

 Expansion of the intra-station pipeline 

 Replacement of low-pressure mains and associated service lines 

 Replacement of medium-pressure cast-iron / ductile-iron mains and associated 
service lines 

 Retirement of MP to LP pressure regulator stations 

 Installation of HP to MP pressure regulator stations 

 Addition of new City Gate (Gas Measurement and Pressure Regulator) stations 

 
At the Chicago neighborhood level, the Construction Plan identifies when AMRP work is 
expected to occur.  The Construction Plan is based on PGL’s best reasonable effort, but 
is not a commitment and is subject to change for reason within and outside its control. 
Excluded from the Construction Plan is work performed as a result of maintenance or 
enforcement. Enforcement work being undertaken “at the request” of the city of Chicago 
or others whose construction activity may be in conflict with existing PGL’s gas 
distribution infrastructure.  
 
The objectives of the Construction Plan are: 
 

 To manage existing distribution system program commitments;  

 To effect a systematic deployment of resources; 

 To facilitate communications to affected communities, neighborhoods, and other 
stakeholders;  
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 To enable adaptability to internal or external events;  

 To address infrastructure needs in advance of main replacement; and 

 To facilitate system replacement planning and design. 
 
This white paper documents the process employed in the development of the 
Construction Plan.  A list of figures contained in this whitepaper is provided in Appendix 
A. This paper supersedes the 2011-2012 AMRP Construction Strategy White Paper (see 
Appendix B). 
 

Background

Company policies, ICC commitments, and program resourcing issues, as well as 
external factors, will continue to be assessed for consistency with the company’s vision 
and will continue to be incorporated within AMRP projects as appropriate.  
 
Present considerations to effectively manage the AMRP include: 
 

 Commitments to Illinois Commerce Commission. 

 Areas where there is unfavorable operating and maintenance history. 

 Resource availability in terms of labor (both company and contractor), materials, 
equipment, and technology. 

 Installation of facilities in advance of main replacement, such as extension of the 
intra-station pipeline, city gate stations, pressure-reducing stations, and primary 
mains to effectively manage the AMRP. 

 Leveraging synergies with Public Improvement Projects. 
 
Gas distribution facilities which present an immediate threat to the public, employee 
safety or system integrity will continue to be addressed as they are today.  This includes 
the application of the PGL Uniform Main Ranking Index. 
 

 Replace all main segments within one (1) year of equaling or exceeding a UMRI 
of 6.0, regardless of the location – current policy.  (ICC Commitment) 

 Replace all main segments within one (1) year of equaling or exceeding a UMRI 
of 5.0 that are adjacent to schools, hospitals, and nursing homes. (ICC 
Commitment via Liberty Consultants) 
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Supporting Information 

The following support information has been extracted from the 2011-2012 AMRP 
Construction Strategy White Paper and is important in the formulation of the 
neighborhood methodology and development of the Five-Year Construction Plan. Some 
information has been updated. 
 

Illinois Commerce Commission Commitments 

PGL has committed to the ICC1 to do the following activities as a matter of policy. It 
should be noted these commitments were made prior to the existence of the AMRP. It is 
the company’s intent to honor these commitments and, where possible, to do so through 
projects undertaken within the scope of the AMRP, where the main in question is a 
qualifying infrastructure. The commitments are to: 
 

 Replace all main segments within one (1) year of reaching or exceeding a UMRI 
of 6.0, regardless of the location. 

 Replace all main segments within one (1) year of reaching or exceeding a UMRI 
of 5.0 that are adjacent to schools, hospitals, and nursing homes. 

 Replace medium-pressure ductile-iron (AMRP) segments by the end of Calendar 
Year (CY) 20132.  

 Replacement of Bare Steel Services by 20183. 

 Target replacement of cast iron and ductile iron, low and medium-pressure main 
in North District over the short term. 

 Downsize vaults as needed, due to system design considerations or 
maintenance issues. 

 

High Leak Areas

Since the 1970s, PGL has electronically captured maintenance activities performed on 
its gas main segments. A gas main segment is categorized by diameter, material type, 
pressure, and age. This data was analyzed for maintenance activity patterns. Queries 
were performed on the number and frequency of maintenance activities (i.e., band 

                                                 
1 Either directly or by adopting as policy or in response to the Liberty Report 
2 For system reliability reasons, all ductile iron segments can not be replaced until medium- and 
high-pressure infrastructure has been built out. There are also many small, less the 250 feet or 
less, segments that are widespread throughout the system and are thus more difficult and 
expensive to retire. These smaller segments are not a part of the 2013 Program, but will be 
captured within the general application of the AMRP.  Appendix C provides a map showing the 
dispersed pattern of medium-pressure ductile-iron pipe. 
3 Where practical, AMRP projects will be leveraged to replace bare steel services, but such 
service replacements are not the primary focus of the AMRP.  
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clamp, internal sealant, etc.) by gas main segment category. As Figure 1 shows, the 
most obvious pattern discovered was that the majority of the maintenance activities were 
performed on gas main segments installed prior to 1920. These main segments are for 
the most part AMRP qualifying infrastructure.  
 

Figure 1  – Repairs per Foot 

Using spatial analysis and a thematically overlay map of high maintenance areas, like in  
Figure 2 below, shows the alignment of 25 years of gas leak activity (dark shade) with 
cast-iron mains older that 1920 (light shade).  Appendix D contains a larger map. 
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Accelerated Mains Replacement Program (AMRP) 

Five-Year Construction Plan – White Paper 

Figure 2 – Thematic Overlay of High Maintenance Areas and Cast-Iron Mains Older 
Than 1920 

 
Infrastructure In Place to Support Medium-Pressure System 

In formulating the Five-Year Construction Plan, the possible timing of major 
infrastructure improvements, specifically transmission system improvements, are taken 
into consideration. The major factors are: 
 

 High-pressure regulating stations will need to be built to serve the Northwest and 
the West quadrants of the city. These are multi-year projects that require 
agreements with transmission companies as well as land purchases/easements. 

 In order to retire large cast/ductile-iron medium-pressure headers (pipe  12”) 
before the extended high-pressure infrastructure is in place, PGL would need to 
replace with like-for-like in terms of pipe size, which is not an economically 
sensible solution.   

 
The extensions of the HP System has required a considerable amount of planning and 
review to determine which transmission line operator to begin discussions with, then 
determine the best places to look to establish new gate stations, and what is the best 
route for the new pipelines. Extensive network modeling has been undertaken to ensure 
the viability of any project planned.  
 
Extension of the high-pressure intra-station system began in 2011.  In 2012, PGL 
planned to construct a minimum of four miles of high-pressure pipeline extension in the 
northeast quadrant of the city (see Figure 3). This infrastructure addition is necessary to 
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 Make system improvements (For example: the company will seek to retire any 
cast/ductile iron in the vicinity and upgrade the area to medium-pressure.).  

 Replace mains in advance of moratorium of resurfaced streets. 

 Share restoration costs. 

 Minimize customer inconvenience. 

 Reduce in 3rd party damage to gas mains. 
 

Vault Retirement 

In order to address concerns at the ICC over “at risk” low-pressure vaults, PGL currently 
has a program in place to replace regulators in the low-pressure system.  The scope of 
the project calls for the replacement of the pressure regulators as well as the 
underground vault in which the regulators are housed. If medium-pressure is brought 
into the area, the vault can then be eliminated. 

Construction Plan Development

In this section, the approach to the construction plan development is described. 
 

Workshop

A workshop was held on July 25, 2011, with representatives from Engineering, 
Operations, Gas Supply, Communications, and AMRP.  The workshop objectives were 
to identify issues, problems, or constraints that could be relevant to the development of 
the Five-Year Construction Plan.  A total of 89 internal and external issues, problems, or 
constraints were identified by participants. Figure 4 provides a summary of more critical 
internal considerations identified by workshop participants.  A complete list of 
Issues/Constraints/Factors identified is in Appendix E. 
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Zonal Approach 

The concept of a zonal approach to execute the AMRP was presented in testimony to 
the ICC5.  The principal drivers toward a zonal approach were greater resource 
effectiveness and less inconvenience to customers, business, and the general public.   
 
In developing the Five-Year Construction Plan, PGL reviewed two zonal approaches: (1) 
community-based and (2) neighborhood-based.  Where there is any number of ways to 
zone the city, these approaches provided an important benefit – the names of the 
communities and neighborhoods are familiar to anyone who lives, works, or does 
business in the city of Chicago.  A community-based approach divided the system into 
77 areas.  A neighborhood-based approach divided the system into 228 areas.  
 
The neighborhood-based approach was selected because the smaller size should better 
facilitate the planning, design, and construction flexibility, which is important given the 
potentially fluid nature of external projects and their impact on the PGL projects.  
 

Neighborhood Ranking Methodology 

A spreadsheet model was created to provide a ranking of the neighborhoods.  The 
criteria included many of the elements identified in the workshop as well as those 
previously used by PGL to prioritize cast and ductile-iron pipe segments. 
 
The source of data used in the analysis came from PGL’s GIS database and Facilities 
Management Database Repository (FMDR).  The GIS data extract was taken on 
November 10, 2011. 
 
The spreadsheet model was comprised of four main tables: 
 
Appendix F – Dataset Attributes Table 
Appendix G – Attribute Ranking Table 
Appendix H – Neighborhood Ranking and Target Replacement Period Table 
Appendix I – Neighborhood Target Period (un-adjusted) and Workload Table 
 
In the spreadsheet model, Table 1 contains the safety, maintenance, and operations 
dataset used in the analysis.  This dataset consisted of 10 attributes and 228 records. 
Figure 5 is a partial extract of the Dataset Attribute Table.  The complete table is 
provided in Appendix F.  
 
 

                                                 
5  Docket Nos 09-0166, 09-0167 Cons., PGL Ex SDM-1.0, Line 1109 
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In the spreadsheet model, Table 2 assigns a ranking from 1 to 228 to each attribute for 
each neighborhood.  The total main in feet and total number of services are excluded 
from the ranking. The lowest rank of 1 is given to the neighborhood with the least 
amount of that attribute. Neighborhoods with no values, for example, a neighborhood 
with no unrepaired leaks, would be assigned no rank. 
 
Neighborhoods are listed in alphabetical order, along with the corresponding shop 
locations.  
 
Figure 7 is a partial extract of the Attribute Ranking Table.  The complete table is 
provided in Appendix G. 

Figure 7 – Attribute Ranking Table 
 

 
The purpose of this table is to see how each of these neighborhoods compares to one 
another in each attribute. Figure 8 provides the neighborhoods that ranked top in each 
attribute. 
 

                                                                                                                                               
7 The number of services reported here includes those service lines connected to LP mains and 
CI or DI MP mains.
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Figure 10 – Neighborhood Ranking and Target Replacement Period 
 

 
 
The Attribute Ranking in Figure 7 is multiplied by the Attribute Weighting to produce an 
Attribute Point Value.  The sum of the five Attribute Point Values for a neighborhood 
results in a Neighborhood Score.  Then the Neighborhood Scores are ranked, with a 
Rank of 1 being the highest, and rank of 195 being the lowest, representing an 
unadjusted order for replacement. The reason there are 195 rankings and not 228 
rankings is because 33 Neighborhood are, for planning purposes, to have had all low-
pressure mains and medium-pressure CI/DI mains replaced before 2013 (see Figure 
11).  It is possible for more than one Neighborhood to have the same score. There are 
also 9 pairs of Neighborhoods having the same score (see Figure 12).   
 

Figure 11  – List of Neighborhoods with No LP Mains and MP CI/DI Mains 
 

 
Figure 12 - List of Neighborhoods with Same Score 
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To accommodate resource constraints, the location of neighborhoods, miles of main, 
number of services and ranking are taken into consideration.   
 
For these reasons, the neighborhoods are not completed in order of their rank. 
Furthermore, the scope of work breakdown is unadjusted.  This means that while the 
model output includes feedback from internal stakeholders, external stakeholder 
feedback is not reflected in the scope of work. Figure 16 provides an estimate of the total 
LP and MP CI/DI main that will be abandoned, total number of services renewed, and 
the number of vulnerable services replaced. The breakdown of the Five-Year 
Construction Plan is based on mains and service construction productivity estimates of 
120 miles per year of abandonment and 15,000 services per year, respectively. 
 

Figure 16 – Breakdown of Workload by District Shop (modified) 
 

Note: Total # Services include Vulnerable Services. 
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Five-Year Construction Plan Document 

The Five-Year Construction Plan will serve as both an internal planning and external 
communications document.  Careful consideration should be paid to the organization 
and content of the formal written Five-Year Construction Plan.  The content and format 
of the Five-Year Construction Plan document will evolve based on the feedback from the 
user community. Listed below are items should be considered in any written plan that 
may be become part of the public record.  
 

 The Cover should identify the planning period and a version date. 

 A Disclaimer statement should immediately follow the cover page.  

 The document should have Table of Contents, List of Figures, and List of 
Appendices. 

 A Summary of the plan should describe the purpose, assumptions, approach, 
and source of data or information and a map(s) of the city neighborhoods 
covered in the plan as well as individual projects such as high-pressure pipeline 
extension. 

 The Plan Section should contain data and information that conveys the scope of 
effort for each individual project and neighborhood to be undertaken in the 
planning period such as: 

o Community/Neighborhood 

o Year work is anticipated to start and end 

o Miles of main and number of service 

o Listing street names and to/from 
 
Figures 17 is a map that shows the neighborhoods by target period, based on the 
spreadsheet model.  Figure 18 is a map that shows the neighborhoods by year for the 
Five-Year Construction Plan, based on the spreadsheet model. Figure 18 provides an 
example of an individual project detail sheet for the Plan Section. 
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Figure 17 – Neighborhood Target Periods Map (unadjusted) 
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Figure 18 – Five-Year Construction Plan Map (modified) 
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Figure 19 - Individual Project Detail (Illustrative) 
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Special Attention  

It is important to remember that the Neighborhood Rank is a screening tool to identifying 
which neighborhoods should be targets sooner in the AMRP.  Mains and other facilities 
determined to pose an unacceptable level of risk will continue to be addressed according 
to current company policies.  
 
This White Paper has documented the approach and methodology to develop the 
unadjusted neighborhood ranking using a spreadsheet model and to create a modified 
Five-Year Construction Plan based on estimated mains and service construction 
productivity.  The final selection of neighborhoods for the Five-Year Construction Plan 
will involve both internal and external considerations.   
 
During the development of this Five-Year Construction Plan, several items of special 
attention have been identified for future updates: 

 Consider replacing the unrepaired leak data with a multi-year average number of 
unrepaired leaks, e.g. 10-year average of unrepaired leaks in a neighborhood. 

 The historical system performance data used in the developed Five-Year 
Construction Plan should be only periodically updated, e.g., every four years.  

 The Five-Year Construction Plan should be issued annually in the fourth quarter 
and reviewed/updated on a quarterly basis to address current and foreseeable 
events. 

 The Engineering Group should be responsible for updating the Five-Year 
Construction Plan. 

 Operations, PMO, and Communications should be consulted when updating the 
Five-Year Construction Plan. 
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APPENDICES

 Appendix A – List of White Paper Figures  

 Appendix B – 2011-2012 AMRP Construction Strategy White Paper 

 Appendix C - Dispersed Pattern of Medium-Pressure Ductile-Iron Pipe Map 

 Appendix D - Thematic Overlay of High Maintenance Areas and Cast-Iron Mains 
Older Map 

 Appendix E – Workshop List of Issues/Constraints/Factors 

 Appendix F - Database Attribute Table 

 Appendix G - Attribute Ranking Table 

 Appendix H - Neighborhood Ranking and Target Replacement Period Table 

 Appendix I - Neighborhood Target Period (un-adjusted) and Workload Table 
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Appendix B – 2011-2012 AMRP Construction Strategy White 
Paper

 
Adobe Acrobat 

Document  
[Double click to open]
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Appendix C - Dispersed Pattern of Medium-Pressure Ductile-Iron 
Pipe Map 
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 Appendix D - Thematically Overlay of High Maintenance Areas 
and Cast-Iron Mains Older Map 
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Appendix E – Workshop List of Issues/Constraints/Factors 
Considerations
The following is a list of issues/constraints/factors raised during the meeting on July 25, 
2011. Meeting participants were encouraged to voice their opinions whether or not they 
were entirely applicable to the AMPR. Bolded items were identified by workshop 
participates as more critical. 
 
 System Safety 

1 Population density 
2 High Leak Areas 

3 Low-pressure areas 
4 Isolated low-pressure 
5 Liberty Services 

6 Vulnerable service/materials 
7 Vulnerable mains 
8 High consequence customers 
9 Ductile iron medium-pressure 

10 High consequence areas 
11 Third-Party Damage 

12 Encroachment on our system by other utilities (other utilities built around our 
mains) 

13 Areas where we have active drips where we have to go after because of water 
14 Unauthorized Use (service pipes with no shutoffs, no way to monitor) 
15 Vehicular damage associated with above-ground facilities 
16 Inside meters (safety risk, not necessarily system safety risk) 
17 LP to MP vaults 
18 Compliance (casing) 

19 DIMP / PIMP 

20 Casings 
 

 Engineering

21 Gate stations (adequate supply) 
22 Regulator Stations (size and number) 

23 Available pressure to perform the work – adequate pressure throughout 
build and each inner connection that has to be done to be taken into 
consideration.

24 Regulator / vault spacing – segments of pipe to be taken out of operation sooner 
or later, do you have the right spacing?   

25 Infrequent operations  - LNG liquefaction – boil off 
26 Boil off tends to change concentration of LNG also   
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27 Gas quality requirements 
28 Long-Range Demand Forecast(s) 

29 Level of redundancy and security 
30 Piggability – IMP 
31 Upsize and/or oversize due to short 
32 Quality of Records / Documentation (Engineering records on transmission pipe – 

or lack thereof) 
33 Design specs for HP Distribution 
34 Network Security (redundancy) 

35 Built-in Flexibility In-Out Years 

36 Valve spacing / emergency valves 
37 External city / state standards consistent 

 
 Operations 

38 Resources / Manpower  

39 Union Considerations / Finite Union Resources 

40 Customer demand of resources / service requests 
41 Leak management 
42 AMPR impact on main to service 
43 Increasing miles of main will have implications on leak surveying 
44 Leaks always occur where we survey.  Can predict long range where leaks will 

occur.  Replace main prior to leak survey, will have less O&M.  New services 
reduce leaks. 

45 Go after highest risk 
46 Restoration   
47 Could be conflicting interests between ICC and city   
48 Managing meter regulation work as released to AMRP 
49 Management of meter replacement with AMRP 
50 Increase of valve inspections (go to medium-pressure, adding valves) 
51 Inside meters moving to outside 

 
 Construction 

52 Traffic Maintenance / Flow / Management 

53 Street-Level Traffic Plan 

54 Continuity of phasing 
55 Abandoning vaults / building new vaults 
56 Vault installation 

 Placement 
 Removal of old 

57 Methodology 
 Direct bore 
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 Open cut 
 Customer not wanting vault in front homes 

58 Construction methods 
59 Optimization of permits 
60 Restoration 
61 Notifications 
62 Stragglers 
63 Cutoffs 
64 Schedule 
65 Permitting / Blanket Permitting 

66 Winter Construction 
67 Street moratoria 

 Length of projects 
 Restoration requirement consistency 

68 Coordination with Third-Party Utilities and Other Interested Parties 

69 Standards of restoration 
70 Consistency with plan presented 

 Method of communication 
 Extent of restoration 
 From one ward / consistency with another 

71 Size of projects 
 Length
 Difficulty
 Impact 
 Versus money spent 

72 Service transfers and new services (contractor prefers new services) 
 

 Communications

73 Notifications 
 Stragglers
 Cutoffs

74 Public awareness 
75 Eighteen new alderman, new mayor, new commissioners -- previous aldermen 

not communicating with new alderman. 
76 Multi-ward projects 
77 City coordination (due to need to save funds) with PGL to be sure no duplication 

of effort and lessen impact on city and resident.   
78 Documentation of communications 
79 Plan rationale / documentation 
80 Sticking to our plan – it affects aldermen’s plans, for example 
81 Don’t’ want to over commit – want to make the right steps. 
82 What are the expectations for restorations? 
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83 Consistency of Message – Standards / Expectations / Apply Constraints 

 Externalities

84 City Department Five-Year Plan 
85 City Events 
86 G-8 Summit 
87 NATO summit 
88 New 
 Mayor 
 Aldermen 
 Commissioners 
89 CDOT Standards 
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Appendix F - Database Attribute Table 
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Appendix G - Attribute Ranking Table 
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Appendix H - Neighborhood Ranking and Target Replacement 
Period Table 
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Appendix I - Neighborhood Target Period (un-adjusted) and Workload Table 
(Ranking based on Poin s ab e, or the second wave of ranking that breaks down the ne ghbo hoods into quarti e time frame )

Shop Ne ghborhood Rank otal Main feet)
otal Number of 

Services
Vulnerab e 

Service Ne ghborhood Rank otal Main (feet)
otal Number of 

Services
Vulnerable 

Serv ce Neighborhood Rank otal Main feet)
otal Number of 

Services
Vulnerable 

Service Neighborhood Rank o al Ma n (feet)
otal Number of 

Services
Vulnerable 

Serv ce

Albany Park                       13 ,92 .23       3,825.00              1117 Avondale 7                    50,829.11          1,066.00              17 Andersonvi le 96                     21,711.03         528.00                 85 B g Oaks 1 8                  53,5 1 81          1,731.00              1 9
Belmont Central 16                    1 3,963.69       5,186.00              675 Bowmanvi le 58                    18,376 30          77.00                 120 Arcadia Terrace 86                     21, 09. 3         797.00                 13 Edgebrook 161                  21,352.79          95.00                 52
Irving Park 17                    52,375.02         1,627.00              399 Bucktown 6                    98,906 09          3,376.00              193 Belmont Gardens 137                   8,597. 5           259.00                 110 Edgewater Glen 1 1                  2,319.2            76.00                   1
Jefferson Park 8                      317,629.0       9,602.00              1690 Buena Park 66                    26,09 96          379.00                 1 Belmont He ghts 113                   108,7 .23       ,091.00              506 Forest Glen 150                  15,677.69          .00                 6
Lake View 9                      18 ,8 2.68       5, 2 .00              728 Cragin 5                    178,285. 1        5,656.00              13 0 Belmont Terrace 83                     26,357. 7         826.00                 76 Gladstone Park 1                  1 , 27 38          26.00                 101
Logan Square 5                      191,665.93       5,505.00              1128 Edgewater 75                    28,855 38          711.00                 71 Bud ong Woods 92                     6,650.01         1,1 1.00              186 Hanson Park 158                  7,61 .93            275.00                 59
O d Irving Park 21                    58,752.99         1,199.00              278 Edison Park 70                    9,0 1 79            200.00                 83 Dunning 97                     29,27 .0         1,175.00              59 Kelvin Park 1 3                  11,989 95          328.00                 108
Portage Park 1                      173,032.80       5,705.00              166 Ga ewood 36                    95, 9 09          2,873.00              8 East Ukrainian V llage 11                   35,2 5.28         1,292.00              67 K lbourn Park 1 0                  1 ,009 23          357.00                 122

Humboldt Park 50                    161,66 05        ,668.00              516 Edgewater Beach 129                   20,053.81         319.00                 26 Magnolia G en 152                  2,7 3.6            70.00                   6
Irving Woods 65                    ,968 60          1, 6.00              176 Grace and West 127                   9,807.62           252.00                 17 Marga e Park 156                  9,875.22            171.00                 10
Lincoln Park 71                    65,613 26          1,508.00              1 7 Hermosa 99                     18,870.50         82.00                 219 Ranch Tr ang e 188                  1,367.10            6.00                     0
Mayfair 30                    32,95 .13          985.00                 28 Hollywood Park 115                   1 ,880.90         91.00                 9 Ravenswood Gardens 165                  2,071.73            57.00                   2
North Austin 32                    60,753.16          1,556.00              256 Lake View East 102                   3 ,380.18         568.00                 39 Sheffie d Neighbors 1 5                  3,379.32            25.00                   7
Norwood Park West 62                    75,662 58          1,960.00              263 Lakewood - Balmoral 133                   6,6 7.21           165.00                 9 Sheridan Park 153                  1 ,662.10          308.00                 
Old Norwood Park 3                    9,659 21          8 6.00                 198 Lathrop Homes 121                   5,3 1.19           78 00                   25 South Edgebrook 175                  11 208.67          18 .00                 1
Oriole Park 7                    61,8 2 72          1,5 0.00              200 Lincoln Square 126                   12,633.9         396 00                 105 South Old Irving Park 170                  2,32 .30            57.00                   21
Park West 5                    28,131 0          685.00                 11 Montc are 103                   100,826.96       3,205 00              203 The Vi la 187                  5.15                  -                       0
Ravenswood 50                    95,681 53          2,333.00              291 North Center 108                   13,532.51         9 00                 121 W ldwood 190                  33.00                -                       0
Roscoe Vi lage 69                    3,910 3          1,706.00              51 North May air 91                     37,527.20         1,386.00              360
Schorsch Village 37                    8,205 87          1,682.00              250 North Park 89                     27,891.78         8 2.00                 211
Union R dge 63                    8, 57 53          1,535.00              132 Norwood Park East 106                   89,789.72         2,135.00              38
Uptown 78                    1,2 7 95          755.00                 29 O Hare 119                   12,0 0.83         109.00                 7
West Rogers Park 2                    218,088 97        5,380.00              839 O d Town Tr angle 125                   26,209. 0         676.00                 68
Wr ghtwood Neighbors 39                    39,203.17          1,151.00              7 Palmer Square 103                   27,839.02         807.00                 128

Peterson Park 135                   8,99 . 2           260.00                 1
Pulaski Park 138                   31, 11.02         1,0 6.00              166
Ravenswood Manor 110                   13,697.96         9.00                 118
Sauganash 118                   86,535. 0         2,079.00              331
Schorsch Forest View 130                   3,030.73           2.00                     0
South East Ravenswood 8                     11,17 .21         221.00                 29
Ukrainian Vil age 13                   21,902.23         653.00                 123
West De Paul 111                   1,872. 6           25.00                   6
West Humboldt Park 82                     32,05 .21         1,00 .00              215
Wicker Park 100                   60,263.91         1,530.00              7
Wrig eyvil e 117                   13,25 .26         385.00                 61

238 10                  38 073                     7 679             307 18                44 474                   6 596           197 06                30 168                    4 358              35 72                  5 010                     720               
47 62                    7 615                       1 536             61 44                  8 895                     1 319           39 41                  6 034                      872                 11 91                  1 670                     240               

Brighton Park 13                    113,993.28       3,071.00              601 Archer He ghts 33                    52,813 90          1,271.00              58 Chicago Lawn 132                   19,536.09         7 1.00                 171 Beverly View 180                  8,301.57            2 5.00                 7
Gage Park 18                    86,750.01         3,0 .00              381 Ashburn 60                    123, 61 02        ,00 .00              270 East Pilsen 131                   8,512.82           113.00                 0 Cabrini Green 17                  1,616. 6            6.00                     5
South Austin 2                      296,500.71       7,025.00              788 East Garf eld Park 26                    108,5 9. 0        1,977.00              109 Gold Coast 90                     35,85 .71         606.00                 39 Dearborn Park 172                  ,759 31            116.00                 0
West Englewood 1                    167,97 .5       ,92 .00              92 Garf eld R dge 35                    209,026 33        7,35 .00              0 Heart of Chicago 87                     ,006.37         1,599.00              200 Douglas Park 155                  22,210 27          281.00                 6
West Town 22                    121,288.82       2,693.00              211 Goose sland 81                    12,177 57          32.00                   1 O d Town 105                   28,981.18         5 6.00                 11 F fth City 15                  1 , 95 2          199.00                 8

Lawndale 31                    76,323 76          1,523.00              2 7 Pilsen 95                     58,863.52         1,371.00              81 Ford City 163                  105 5               -                       0
Litt e Vi lage 0                    30, 39 98          61.00                 8 Sco tsdale 109                   135,530.11       ,162.00              189 Fulton River D strict 183                  5.15                -                       0
Marquette Park 29                    9 ,292 70          3,186.00              333 The Loop 85                     6,807. 6         2 9.00                 33 Greektown 176                  1, 2 29            19.00                   0
McKinley Park 79                    0,903. 6          1, 30.00              290 Univers ty Vi lage / L ttle Italy 93                     2 ,261.9         29 .00                 35 Heart of Italy 191                  832.37               -                       0
Near North 9                    31,991 68          252.00                 11 Wrightwood 122                   105, 5.73       3,139.00              283 Homan Square 193                  1,037 81            .00                     1
Near West Side 67                    26,035 61          375.00                 7 llinois Medical District 177                  2,226 21            1 .00                   0
River North 68                    1 ,296 86          135.00                 3 LeClaire Courts 173                  8,913 09            306.00                 3
South Loop 53                    27,187 66          132.00                 2 Lithuanian Plaza 179                  7 3 29               18.00                   
West E sdon 27                    119,3 1 65        3,7 0.00              25 Magnificent Mile 168                  1,20 06            2.00                     0
West Garf eld Park 56                    37,3 8 59          520.00                 1 6 Noble Square 1 7                  29,269 2          919.00                 32
West Lawn 6                    161,295 39        5,908.00              572 Parkv ew 151                  13,578 08          30.00                 80

Prairie District 16                  1,017 9            3.00                     0
Printers Row 1 6                  ,311 70            32.00                   1
V ttum Park 1 9                  23,378 09          878.00                 29
West Loop Gate 166                  2,233. 1            5.00                     1

148 96                  20 757                     2 473             220 74                32 300                   2 791           96 17                  12 820                    1 042              26 84                  3 477                     217               
29 79                    4 151                       495                44 15                  6 460                     558              19 23                  2 564                      208                 8 95                    1 159                     72                 

Beverly 7                      169,597.38       3,821.00              3 Ava on Park 55                    33, 5 60          1,073.00              163 Burnside 88                     52,262.7         1,299.00              92 A tgeld Gardens 182                  9.09                  -                       0
Chatham 19                    130,3 9.98       ,051.00              359 Back of the Yards 38                    50,912 65          1,536.00              33 Cottage Grove He ghts 136                   23,89 .80         859.00                 63 Beverly Woods 157                  2,550.33            102.00                 36
Englewood 11                    235,363.16       5,686.00              86 Brainerd 8                    95,08 38          2,660.00              177 East Beverly 112                   36,790.95         637.00                 11 Chinatown 159                  7,626 50            18 .00                 10
Grand Crossing 19                    110,786.70       2,361.00              206 Br dgeport 28                    67, .12          990.00                 168 East Chatham 101                   27,096.77         556.00                 20 Dearborn Homes 160                  2,169 82            -                       0
Gresham 10                    20 ,675.18       5,609.00              36 Bronzevi le                     59,987 61          600.00                 37 Hyde Park 120                   , 99. 8           17.00                   1 East Side 19                  1,813 98            2.00                     0
Morgan Park 15                    1 1,189.51       3,8 7.00              53 Calumet Heights 57                    129,027 30        3,89 .00              181 Jeffery Manor 12                   50, 30.57         1,751.00              2 Eden Green 18                  12. 2                -                       0
Park Manor 2                    117,72 .97       3,202.00              268 Fernwood 76                    66,866.12          2,257.00              183 London Town 128                   1 ,257.23         53.00                 0 Hegewisch 195                  5 6                  -                       0
Rose and 12                    1 7,21 .98       ,063.00              316 Kenwood 61                    26,290 56          379.00                 25 Marynook 107                   23,905.99         796.00                 116 ckes Praire Homes 171                  2,266.15            3.00                     1
South Chicago 6                      171,962.07       ,965.00              575 Longwood Manor 52                    50,019 08          1,682.00              63 Princeton Park 9                     26,102.56         6 5.00                 33 Jackson Park H ghlands 162                  2, 3 85            38.00                   1
South Shore 3                      212,190.3       ,796.00              3 Rosemoor 3                    9,282 38          1,902.00              81 The Bush 123                   20,873.51         513.00                 91 Lake Meadows 185                  1,255 69            1.00                     0
West Pullman 23                    17 ,835.27       , 2.00              230 South Deering 25                    87,892 5          2,165.00              10 Washing on Park 98                     3,556. 0         60.00                 20 North Kenwood 192                  757 81               5.00                     2

Stony Is and Park 59                    ,362 96          1,179.00              155 West Chesterfie d 116                   27,901.86         926.00                 2 Parkway Gardens 189                  1,988 86            -                       1
Washington Heights 1                    38,792 96          1,067.00              73 P ll Hi l 1 2                  1 ,799 98          500.00                 22
West Beverly 76                    21,93 . 8          610.00                 1 South Commons 178                  ,367.66            80.00                   9
West Morgan Park 73                    17,256.13          -                       133 Stateway Gardens 169                  22.7                -                       0
West Woodlawn 80                    5 ,901 58          1,263.00              91 The Gap 186                  1,209.5            -                       0
Wood awn 72                    60,295 60          1,039.00              72 Trumbu l Park 167                  1,180.52            9.00                     0

West Chatham 139                  15,008 83          72.00                 8
Winneconna Parkway 181                  3, 82.25            38.00                   3

343 92                  46 843                     4 107             180 64                24 296                   2 184           66 59                  8 912                      818                 11 93                  1 434                     133               
68 78                    9 369                       821                36 13                  4 859                     437              13 32                  1 782                      164                 3 98                    478                        44                 

GRAND otal  M les/No of Abandonment 730 98                  105 673 00              14 259           GRAND otal  Mi es No of Abandonment 709                     101 070                 11 571         GRAND otal  Mi es/No of Abandonment 360                     51 900                    6 218              GRAND otal  Miles/No of Abandonment 74                       9 921                     1 070            
Avg per year 146 20                  21 135                     2 852             Avg per year 141 71                20 214                   2 314           Avg per year 71 96                  10 380                    1 244              Avg per year 25                       3 307                     357               
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ICC Docket No. 12-0512 
The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company’s Response to  

Staff Data Requests ENG 2.01-2.22 
Dated:  August 21, 2012 

 
 
 
REQUEST NO. ENG 2.13: 
 
Referring to the Company’s response to ENG 2.12, please provide an annotated listing of 
construction progress milestones for the entire AMRP 5-year plan detailing what resources 
are necessary to achieve each milestone, including but not limited to:   

(a) construction labor hours (approximate);  

(b) engineering hours (approximate);  

(c) material procurement (what type of piping to be installed and any other 
necessary materials); and 

(d) third-party contractors construction progress toward each milestone.   

Further, provide any update on a monthly basis to the requested information as it 
becomes available. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
This level of detailed information does not exist for the AMRP Five-Year Plan. 
 
We have yet to complete a full year of the program where we can collect the full cost and 
resource data and then be able to accurately forecast for future years.  2011 was the first 
year of AMRP and it was a partial year due to the later than planned start and the issues 
associated with ramping up as cited in Peoples Gas response to Staff data request ENG 
2.09.  We have captured the program resource requirements and costs from 2011 but 
would have had to make assumptions to prorate for a full 12 month period.  2012 is 
essentially the first full year (12 months) of AMRP and we are capturing all resource 
requirements and costs of the program to be able to forecast forward for future years.  
Additionally, detailed design of the 2013 projects is currently being performed and will be 
completed later this fall.  For the future year’s projects, detailed design will typically be 
done the year prior to construction and hence all of the materials will not be known until 
that time.  This information in turn will be used to validate current budgets and to develop 
future budgets for the program.  
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